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the havit hv-ms760 mouse has 6 dpi settings available 800 dpi, 1200 dpi, 1600 dpi, 2000 dpi, 2400
dpi and 2800 dpi. the mouse feels well made and surprisingly solid even though the plastic does feel
a bit cheap. durability shouldnt be issue as this seems to be capable of taking a beating. the cable is
braided and 1.8 meters long. the mouse has peelable plastic layer on the bottom of the pads which
has to be removed. the havit hv-ms760 mouse is a good mouse that's not perfect. havit hv-ms760

has a well-designed, although a bit simple mouse. havit hv-ms760 is a good option for anyone
looking for a basic wired mouse. havit hv-ms760 is good for fps games, mmo games and other

similar titles. havit hv-ms760 is a good mouse for those looking for a simple and cheap mouse. the
havit hv-ms760 gaming mouse software is pretty standard and offers plenty of customization

options, although it can't be downloaded on macos. you can easily program all the buttons and the
rgb lighting. however, the wheel and logo are one rgb zone, which can be customized to solid colors,

indicating which cpi setting you're on, while the back trim can be fully customizable with rainbow
effects and such. you can set multiple profiles, but need to change between them inside the

software. the mouse is covered with a plastic cover, you can remove it and use the mouse without it.
its small so you can easily toss it in your bag. it has a good battery life. the mouse is not water

resistant. its a 30-day trial period with the mouse, you can use it for that period and then its broken
so you can send it back to us. of course we will replace it with the mouse you want. its low in price

but you get what you pay for, the mouse is not particularly high quality and the build quality isnt the
best.
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if you are a hardcore gamer that is looking for an
affordable mouse, this mouse would be an awesome

option. the havit hv-ms760 is a very comfortable
mouse that has a great ergonomics and a good

number of buttons. when it comes to the right click
button, it is pretty sensitive and i could manage it

pretty well most of the time. when it comes to the left
click button, it is pretty sensitive to begin with. i would
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call it super sensitive, and if you are a right-handed
mouse user, you might not like it at first. the left click
button is super sensitive, and you have to use a bit of
pressure to properly click it. if you are a left-handed
mouse user, do not expect to get your left click to

work as well as your right click, as the one on the left
is super sensitive and requires a bit of force to click.

the havit hv-ms760 is a solid choice for a budget-
friendly gaming mouse. it features a 6,000dpi optical

sensor, a weight of 356g, a good number of
customizable buttons, and a decent software package.
there's no wireless connectivity, but it can be attached

to a usb port, and the mouse is very responsive. the
mouse has six programmable buttons, and two thumb
buttons, which are easy to reach. the havit hv-ms760
has a comfortable, rounded shape, and feels nice in

the hand. the curved shape of the mouse also makes it
easier to use with smaller hands. there are three

buttons on the left side of the havit hv-ms760, these
are the left and right click buttons. the right click
button is pretty sensitive but you will need to use

some force to press it. the left click button is super
sensitive and on its own should be avoided. the left

click and right click buttons are both made of anodized
aluminum, and the feel and texture of the buttons are
also pretty good. the curved shape of the mouse also

makes it easier to use with smaller hands. 5ec8ef588b
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